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Featured How-to June 2008
Designer: Lisa Rojas
Stampbord Box Clock “Time Goes On”
List of Materials:
• Stampbord™ 5" x 5" Box Kit
• Stampbord™ Mini-Bords Assorted
• Stampbord™ 3.5" Square Coaster Set
• Stamps by Art Impressions
• Clearsnap® Ancient Page Dye Inkpads - Plum Wine &
Black
• Jacquard Lumiere Metallic Paints - Brass
• Krylon® Matte Finish Spray Sealer
• Krylon® 18KT Gold Leafing Pen
• Crafter’s Pick™ Sand-N-Stain® Wood Glue and The
Ultimate! Glue
• Walnut Hollow® Clock Quartz Movement
• X-Acto™ Knife
• Lara’s Crafts Wooden Candle Cups
• Delta Ceramcoat® Acrylic Paint - Burgundy Rose
• Loew-Cornell® Soft Comfort Wash Paintbrush and Soft
Comfort 14300 Shader
• Fiskars® Craft Hand Drill and Drill Bits
• Assorted fibers
• Assorted charms - Keys & Clocks
• Cork for bottom of coasters
• Make-Up sponges and sea sponge
• Decorative handle & hardware to attach
• Masking tape
• ruler
• toothpicks

For more project ideas:
visit stampbord.com
call or write to
1500 E. 4th Street
Austin, TX 78702
800.822.1939

Stampbord Featured How-to
June 2008
Designer: Lisa Rojas
Stampbord Box Clock “Time Goes On”
Step 1: Remove the lid from
the 5”x5” Stampbord Box Kit.
Cover the top of the lid entirely
with making tape, leaving the
wood sides exposed. Paint
the wood sides with Brass
Lumiere paint. Then, remove
the tape from the top of the
lid and set
aside to dry.

Step 5: Randomly stamp
images onto the sides of the
bottom of the box using the
Plum Wine inkpad. Using a
make-up sponge, lightly dab
around the box edges using
the Plum Wine inkpad.
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Step 6: Using the gold
leafing pen, paint the outer
edges of the 2.5"x3.5" oval
Stampbord piece. Stamp
“Time” on the oval piece with
the Black inkpad. Dab the top
edges of the oval piece using
the Plum Wine inkpad, with a
make-up sponge.

Step 2: Paint the entire
bottom of the box with brass
paint. Apply a second coat to
the box and also the lid with
a sea sponge to give them
each a textured look.
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Step 7: Dabbing lightly, apply
the brass paint to the outer
edges of the oval piece with
a sea sponge. Using wood
glue, adhere the oval piece to
the front of the bottom of the
box.

Step 3: Using a ruler, find the
center of the box lid. Drill a
hole in the center of the box
lid with a hand drill and a
5/16" drill bit.
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Step 4: On the top of the box
lid, stamp the large clock,
small clock, woman, keys
and the ink bottle stamps
using the Plum Wine inkpad.
Stamp “Time” using the
Black inkpad. Stamp the
scroll border on the sides of
the box lid using the black
inkpad.

Step 8: Sponge the top edges
of the box lid using the Plum
Wine inkpad, with a make-up
sponge. Apply Brass paint to
box lid with a sea sponge,
dabbing lightly. Spray Krylon
sealer over the entire box
and box lid for permanence.
Let dry.
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Step 9: Drill two holes with a
5/16" drill bit in the front of the
box lid and attach the handle
with
the
corresponding
hardware. Attach clockworks
to the top of the box lid,
following the manufacturer’s
instructions. Add hinges,
provided in kit, to the back of
the box to attach the lid.

Step 12: Sponge the top
edges of the coasters using
the Plum Wine inkpad.
Apply brass paint with the
sea sponge to the coasters,
dabbing lightly. Spray Krylon
sealer on the coasters. Let
dry.
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Step 10: Using a toothpick to
hold them, paint the wooden
candle cups with Burgundy
Rose Delta acrylic paint.
Let dry. Spray Krylon sealer
over wooden candle cups for
permanence. Let dry. Adhere
the candle cups to the bottom
of the box using wood glue.
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Step 11: On all four coasters,
randomly stamp the large
clock, woman, ink bottle and
keys stamp using the Plum
Wine inkpad. Stamp “Time”
four times on the coasters,
randomly, using the black
inkpad. Use the gold leafing
pen around the outer edges
of the coasters.

Step 13: Apply The Ultimate!
Glue to the back of the
coasters. Place each of the
coasters on top of a piece of
cork. Let dry. Lay the coasters,
with the cork still attached,
onto a cutting mat. Trim away
excess cork with an X-Acto
Knife, using the edge of the
coaster as a guide. The cork
will prevent the coasters from
slipping when being used.

Step 14: Tie assorted fibers
and charms to the handle of
the box to embellish. Place
the finished coasters inside
of the box. You now have a
beautiful clock and coaster
keepsake box.
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